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Abstract

I review the motivation for formulating gauge theories

on a lattice. Then I discuss Monte Carlo simulation techniques

for these systems. Finally, the Monte Carlo methods are combined

with renormalization group analysis to give strong numerical

evidence for confinement of quarks by non-Abelian gauge fields.
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I. Introduction

Fusing quantum mechanics and special relativity, quantum field

theory persists as the dominant tool in elementary particle theory.

However, the nulcear force remains enigmatic in the lack of an obvious

small parameter permitting perturbative calculation. Despite the

paucity of precise predictions, the conviction is growing that the

strong interactions arise in a local Yang-Mills theory of non-Abelian

gauge fields interacting with quarks. In this conventional picture

the strong interaction theory differs in one striking aspect from all

other physical applications of gauge fields. Only here is it neces-

sary that the spectrum of states not include free particles with the

quantum numbers of the elementary fields used to define the theory.

The non-observation of free quarks and rnassless gauge gluons leads us

to ask that their physical manifestation be through the hadrons which

are gauge singlet bound states.

Current theoretical evidence that a non-Abelian gauze theory can

display this phenomenon of "confinement" is remarkably sparse. Per-

turbation theory, historically the primary tool of the field theorist,

has thus far failed to give any clear signals of quark imprisonment.

Renormaiization group arguments suggest that at large quark separation,

where confinement becomes important, the effective coupling constant

of the theory becomes large and perturbative techniques may break down.

Recent studies of classical solutions to non-Abelian gauge theory

suggest important non-perturbative quantum effects at large distances."

A computational complication of quantum field theory is the

presence of ultraviolet divergences. From a perturbative point of

view, we have a multitude of ragularization schemes for controlling

these infinities. Physical quantities, such as the anamalous magnetic

moment of the electron, should possess a finite limit independent of

rsnoraalization scheme as cutoff is removed.

To study a non-perturbative phenomenon such as confinement, we

require a non-perturbative regulator. This precludes most of the

conventional schemes which are based on the Feynman expansion. Herein
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lies the virtue of a lattice formulation. As wavelengths less than

twice the lattice spacing a have wo meaning, a lattice represents a

cutoff of each momentum component at rr/a. This cutoff is totally

free from any perturbative expansion.

As with any cutoff, considerable ambiguity remains in a lattice

formulation. Upon removal of the cutoff, the physics of a renormal-

izable field theory should be independent of the details of the

regulator. However, when the lattice is in place, one is free to add

to the Lagrangian terms which will not contribute in the continuous limit.

Using this freedom, Wilson has presented a particularly elegant lattice

fornulation of gauge theories. His prescription keeps exact local

gauge symmetry in a mathematically well defined system. Furthermore,

in the strong coupling limit his formalism yields confinement; there

the theory describes quarks connected by strings carrying a finite

energy per unit length.

Ultimately interest lies in the continuous liait of the theory.

In this limit physical scales, for example the Compton wavelengths of the

hadrons, go to infinity relative to the lattice spacing. In the language

of statistical mechanics, this represents the expected behavior at a

critical point, where correlation lengths in lattice units diverge.

For the non-Abelian gauge r;heory of the strong interaction, renomaii-

zation group analysis indicates such a critical point at vanishing

bare coupling constant. A continuum limit utilizing this point

yields the phenomenon of asymptotic freedom; the effective rencrmalizec

coupling becomes seall logarithmically with the scale on which it is

defined. The interest in this phenomenon is the prediction of the
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scaling behavior apparently observed in high momentum transfer

processes such as deeply inelastic electron-proton scattering.

Thus arises the desire for non-Abelian gauge theories

simultaneously to confine quarks and to exhibit asymptotic freedom.

This simple picture would be precluded if the corresponding lattice

theory possesses a further critical point at a phase transition

separating the small coupling regime of asumptotic freedom from the

strong coupling regime where Wilson's expansion indicates confinement.

It is the theorists task to show that SU(3) lattice gauge theory in

four space-time dimensions exhibits no phase transition except at zero

coupling.

Disconcertingly, the strong coupling expansion also gives confine-

ment with a U(l) gauge group. As this is the gauge group of electro-

dynamics, it is essential that the lattice system undergo a phase

transition into an unconfined phase of photon and electron. As quantum

electrodynamics is the prototype gauge theory, the viability of Wilson's

formulation depends on its applicability here. Guth has recently given

rigorous arguments that the pure (U(l) lattice gauss theory will indeed

possess distinct strong and weak coupling phases."1

Lattice gauge theories are an example of a ciass of systems

iiscoverad by Vegner0 where no local order parameter distinguishes the

various phases, wilson "n̂ s circumvented this problem by defining a

r.on-iocal correlation function, the Wilson loop.^ The asymptotic

behavior of large loops is directly related to the phenomenon of con-

finement. Thus, theoretical interest is concentrated on the study of

these gauge invariant quantities.
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An intriguing approximate recursion relation for lattice gauge

theory has been presented by Migdal and Kadanoff. With certain

approximations, the theory on a given lattice is related to the theory

with a multiple of this lattice spacing. The remarkable feature of

this relation is that it exhibits a close analogy between gause theories

in d dimensions and nearest neighbor spin systems in d/2 dimensions.

This suggests that four dimensional gauge models should exhibit similar

phase structure to two dimensional statistical mechanical systems for

which there exists a substantial body of lore and exact results. In

particular, the two dimensional model which corresponds to the four

dimensional SU(3) gauge theory of the strong interactions is a generali-

sation of the Heisenberg model and in two dimensions should have only

one phase. This has been widely touted as evidence for the absence of

extraneous phase transitions in the gauge theory and thus the coexistence

of asymptotic freedom and confinement. In contrast, the two dimensional

system corresponding to four-dimensional lattice quantum electrodynamics

is the planar or XY model and does indeed possess two distinct phases.

Being only an approximation, the Misdal relations r.sr/ misider.ti.fy

che nature of transition. The most striking example is the case of Z^

gauge theory in four dimensions which has a clear firs" order transition-

whereas the corresponding two dimensional spin system is the Isins ncdei,

which possesses a second order transition. Despite *:hese uncertainties.

the Migdal relations represent the strongest argument besides Monte

Carlo numerical work for confinement in asymptotically free gauge theories.

Although the Monte Carlo approach to simulating statistical svstans

is quite old,^ only recently did Wilson propose its application to rhe

study of gauge fields.-^ The goal of this approach is to generate in
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a stochastic xanner a set of field configurations which are representa-

tive of the dominant contribution to the path integral defining the

quantum theory. By measuring various correlation functions in this set,

one obtains an approximation to the true Green's function of the theory.

The error in this measurement can be estimated from the fluctuations

of the measured function from one configuration to another. In these

lectures, I will endeavor to show how Monte Carlo techniques have

yielded strong support to the above picture of phase transitions in

lattice gauge theory.
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II. The Wilson action and renonnalizacion

Wilson's elegant lattice formulation-' is based on the concept that

a gauge field represents a theory of non-integrable phase factors.

When a material particle traverses some world line C in space tine,

its interaction with the electromagnetic field appears as a phase factor

in its wave function

•4> * exp (igj* Av dxy) -.» (2.1)

where g is the particles charge and A is the vector potential. The

dynamics of the matter field follow from a path integral over all

possible world lines. For a non-Abelian theory the phase factor

becomes a matrix belonging to the gauge group and the integral in

eg. (2.1) is defined with a "path ordering" prescription.

On 3 hypercubical lattice, we now approximate an arbitrary world

iir.e with a sequence of steps between neighboring lattice sites. The

above phase factor then becomes the product of phases associated with

each step of the path. This leads to using as variables an element

". ̂ , from the gauge group, associated with every nearest neighbor pair of

sires \ i,j. on the lattice. In "ho gauge theory of the scrons inter-

action these are all elements of SL'(3). Traversing a link in the op-

posite direction gives the inverse element

.2.2)

rhe path integral

-£S(U)2'f T. dC..
J i.j ^

defines the quantum theory. Here the integral includes all independent

link variables and uses the invariant group measure. The action 5 is a
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sum over all elementary squares or "plaquettes" in the lattice

S(U) * I S r (2.4)

- a -

where Sc ' 1 - \ Re Tr(U1;J Ujk D u U u ) (2.5)

Here i, j, k, and 1 label sites circulating about the square

and N' is the dimension of -he matrices U. To connect this action

vich the continuum theory, identify

^ffi ) (2.6)
where g0 is the bare coupling constant, x

1 are the coordinates of the

sice i, and Au is the gauge potential regarded as an element of the lie

algebra of the group. If Au is smooth and can be Taylor expanded about the

center of the plaquette, a little algebra gives

3= - fa =o2 a" Tr(F.,vFuv
 + V u u >

 (2"7)

Hers _ and v are not summed over and determine the plane of the square ,

a is the lattice spacing, and F is the usual field strength tensor

Cjmbinir.g the a"* in eq. 2-7 with the sum over plaquettes in eq. 2.4 gives

a four dimensional integral as the lattice spacing goes to zero. Consequently,

•:e conclude that

5(U) - ;'dus !<Tr(F F ) (2.9)
•JV yv

(2.

For the Abelian gauge group the continuum limit is a free theory; however,

on the lac.ica a residual intaraction survives. For this model the conven-

tional normalisation is

2 VCD ' I T (2'11}
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in contrast to eq.(2.10).

The parameter go is the bare coupling constant with the lattice in

place. To take the continuum limit of the quantum theory, one takes a to

zero while continually adjusting g0 to keep some physical parameter fixed.

The particular parameter chosen determines the renormalization scheme.

Given such a scheme, gQ is a function of a .md one can define a Gell-Mann-

Low function as

oa

For small bare coupling -f(gQ) can be expanded perturbatively

Y(g0) " Yog
 3 + Y go

3 + °(S0
7^ U-13)

These first two coefficients are independent of renormalization scheme and

for SU(NT) are13

Y^^deH (2.14)

_ 34 / N \2
Yl 3 11671̂ / (2.15)

Eqs. 2.12 - 2.15 can be integrated to give

2,

* 2.2)+ (TT) «»
I-Jhere A is an integration constant. This equation displays the phenomenon

of asymptotic freedom; the bare coupling goes to zero logarithmically with

the lattice spacing in the continuum limit. Eq. 2.16 can be rewritten in a
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form defining .\

A
"o

In a study of confinement, a natural physical quantity to use for re-

normalization purposes is the string tension. This quantity can be extracted

from a study of Wilson loops. For a closed contour C of links in the lattice,

the Wilson loop is defined as

W(C) - < h Tr (H U) > (2.18)
N c ?>o<

Here P.O. represents "path ordering"; that is, Che U.. are ordered and

oriented as t;iey are encountered in circulating about the contour. The

simplest non-trivial loop arises when C is a single plaquette, in which

case

W(C) - 1 - <S-> (2.19)

The expectation value in these equations is ^n the sense of the integration

of eq. 2.3.

If for large separations the interaction energy of two static sources

in the fundamental representation of the gauge group increases linearly with

iistance, then one expects for large contours

in W(c) - -KA(C) ~ :t?(C)] (2.20)

where A(C) is the minimal area enclosed by C and p(C) is the contour perimeter,

chs string tension K is precisely the coefficient of the linear part of the

static quark-antiquark potential. Measuring A in physical units, it equals

the lattice spacing squared tines N_(C), the minimum number of plaquettes
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fonning a surface bounded by C. Thus we write

Zn.W(C) - -(a2K)N (C) + O[p(C)] (2.21)

By measuring the exponential falloff of W(C) with N , we effectively

measure the dimensionless product a2K as a function of the bare coupling go.

Assuming the linear potential survives the continuum limit, then the

string tension is a physical quantity which can be held fixed as a renormali-

zation prescription. Eq. 2.17 then tells us how a2K must behave for small a

77 ( y ^ l ^ " ' 1 ^ exp(- -^) (2.22)
•;o vo8o

One joal of the Monte Carlo work has been to verify eq. 2.22 and thereby

measure the ratio K/A3- . This represents a true non-perturbative calculation

relating the long distance forces represented in K and the asymptotically

free short distance behavior characterized bv A .
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III. The Monte Carlo approach

The basic goal of a Monte Carlo procedure for a system of degrees

of freedom {•• . is to stochastically generate a sequence of configurations C,

such that asymptotically the probability density of any particlar config-

uration is proportional to the 3oltzmann factor

P(C) ^ e

Expectation values of functions of the U.. in this sequence are then

identified with the corresponding Green's function obtained from the path

integral.

In practice, most Monte Carlo algorithms are based on a principle of

detailed balance.1*1 Let P(C->C') denote the probability that a given con-

figuration c in the sequence yields C as the next configuration. If P

satisfies

it is straightforward to define a norm between ensembles of configurations

such that application of this Monte Carlo procedure will reduce the distance

between any given ensemble and the equilibrium ensemble satisfying eq. 3.1.

If the algorithm has eventual access to any configuration, then ultimately

eq.3.1 will be approached.

This detailed balance condition is rather general in that many different

functions P(OC') can satisfy eq. 3.2. For simplicity, usually only one

degree of freedom U.. i3 varied at a time. The most intuitive algorithm is

to replace the given Û -i with a new value chosen randomly from all allowed

values with a weight proportional to the exponentiated action in eq. 3.1,

but with all other U\. held fixed at their current values.x" Physically,
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this is equivalent to placing a heat bath at inverse temperature 3 in contact

with the variable in question. This procedure is then repeated on all the

variables in the system and then the algorithm is iterated.

In processing a given variable, this heat bath method reduces the

distance of an ensemble from equilibrium by the most of any algorithm working

on that variable. This follows because repeated application of any other

algorithm to a single variable eventually approaches the heat bath method.

Unfortunately, the generation of an appropriately weighted new variable may

be complicated and time consuming. Thus, considerably computationally simpler

algorithms satisfying eq. 2. have been devised. Nonetheless, for variables

in relatively simple manifolds, such as U(l) or SU(2). implementation of a

heat bath algorithm can result in considerable savings of computer time.

This is particularly the case in gauge theories, where merely combining the

interacting neighbor variables is the bulk of the computation. Except for

SU(M) with N£3, where I have used a technique similar to Wilson, I have

always used the heat bath method. In appendix A is a listing of a Fortran

program for a heat bath simulation of SU(2) lattice gauge theory.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the convergence of this Monte Carlo procedure on

5U(2) lattice gauge theory. The value 3 = 2.3 is selected as representative

of the slowest convergence in this model. The figure shows the average

plaquette, or internal energy

P - < 1 - hTv Z (U^) > , (3.3)

as a function of number of iteration for a total of 30 iterations. One

iteration represents application of the heat bath algorithm once to each

link in the entire lattice. Runs are shown where the initial lattice was

totally ordered, U^j » 1, and also totally disordered, each UJJ picked
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frora the gauge group uniformly with the invariant group measure.

u i+
Runs are shown for various lattices of size from 4 to 10 . Note that the

convergence rate is essentially independent of lattice size, only the thermal

fluctuations grow on the smaller lattices.

4
Figure 3.2 shows the evolution from an ordered state on an 8 lattice for

several •ralues of 3. Note the absence of any dramatic 3dependence of the

convergence rate; a slight slowing occurring in the range g= 2 - 2.4. This

shows that the method is not tied to either the high or low temperature

regimes.

These first two figures show the situation for a non-Abelian theory

where no phase transitions are expected. When a transition does occur,

convergence can be considerably worse. Figure 3.3 shows a run with an ordered

start for the gauge group 2 2, i.e. each Ui-E{±l>. This system is known to

have a phase transition at 2 - %;.n(l+>̂ 2) -.44... For this figure we work

at a value of ; just below this transition, 3 » .425. Thus, we are attempting

to heat the system through the phase transition. Note that convergence now

takes several hundred iterations and that the system appears to pass through

a netastable state. In figure 3.4 we show runs with ordered and disordered

starts, both vith 3 = 3 . Here there is no tendency for the runs to come

together, and the system has two distinct stable phases. This is indicative

of a. first order transition in this model.

As convergence is poor near a phase transition and good elsewhere, a

rapid thermal cycle can quickly reveal regions of structure is a given model.

In figure 3.5 we show such thernal cycles on SU(2) gauge theory in 4 and 5

space-tine dimensions and for the U(l) » S0(2) theory in 4 dimensions.-5

Each point was obtained by heating or cooling the system on the order of
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twenty iterations. Phase transitions are suggested in those regions where

the heating and cooling curves do not agree. Such "hysteresis" phenomena

are clear in the 5 dimensional SU(2) and the four dimensional U(l) models.

More detailed analysis by Lautrup and Nauenberg1- has presented evidence

that the U(l) transition is second order, while analysis of our own suggests

a first order transition in the 5 dimensional 5U(2) case. This clear tran-

sition in 5 dimensions shows the critical nature of 4 dimensions where no

strong structure is seen for SU(2).2^

Once a lattice is in reasonable equilibrium, it is all stored in the

computer memory and any desired correlation function can be measured. In

figure 3.6 we show the -expectation values for square Wilson locos at S = 3

and as a function of lattice size. These loops lie in a fundamental plane

of the lattice and are up to six links on a side. Each measurement is an

average over all translations and rotations of the loops. The error bars

represent the standard deviation of the loops over a sequence of five itera-

tions after attaining equilibrium. As expected, larger loops show the

finite size effects most strongly. In general, loops of up to haif the

lattice size appear to have stabilized.

To extract an area law dependence of the loops, it is convenient to

construct the Quantities12

* l*(i.J-»w(i-i,j)_

Here W(I,J) is the rectangular loop of dimensions I x J in lattice units.

In this co''.'.ination overall constant factors and perinitar behavior will

cancel. In a regime where the loops are dominated by an area law
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W (I,J) »„ e"8* (3.5)

where A » a2IJ is the loop area, x directly measures the string tension

X •+ a2K (3.6)

This happens whenever I and J are large or when the bare coupling is large.

However, in the weak coupling limit for fixed I and J, x should have a

perturbative expansion

X(I,J) - a l 8 o
2 + 0(gQ

4) (3.7)

In particular, a simple calculation gives

L.I) ?
if So S U< 2 )

(3.8)

f SQ SC(3)

This power behavior is radically different from the essential singularity

in eq. (2.22) expected for the right hadn side of eq. (3.6).

To summarize, for strong coupling we expect all x(I,J) to approach the

coefficient of the area law, but as g - is reduced the smaller values of I

and J should begin to deviate from the larger area. Thus, we expect all

v(I,J) to fora an envelope along the true value of a*-K as a function of g -.

In figures 3.7 and 3.8 I plot the values of v(I,J) for the gauge groups SU(2)

and SU(3). The error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean

taken from an ensemble of five configurations. On these graphs I show the

strong coupling limits

jln(g^) + 0(g~H) SU(2)

•<(I.J) = ) _, (3.9)
'ln(3g2)+ 0(g ~) SU(3)
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as well as the weak coupling behavior for a~K from eq. 2.2. The weak coupling

bands correspond to

Ao (1.3 ±0.2) x 10"

(5.0 =1.5) x 10-3

SU(2)

SU(3)
(3.10)

Hasenfratz and Hasenfratz22 have done a lengthy perturbative calculation

relating the lattice A to a more conventional scale -\^Q^ defined by the

three gluon vertex in Feynman gauge at a given scale in momentum space. They

find

A'MOM (3.11)

57.5 AQ SU(2)

83.5 \Q SU(3)

Combining the previous equation relates \ , Q M to the confining linear potential

,M0M
0.75 ±0.12 SU(2)

(3.12)

0.42 =0.13 SU(3)

If we accept the string sodel connection between K and the Regge slope

1

and use a' = 1.0 (GeV)~~, then we conclude for SU(3)

(3.13)

M0M
A" " - 170 r 50 MeV (3.1-)

This number is somewhat beicw the currently most popular phenomenologicai

value of "̂ 800 MeV. Some difference is expected because all effects of

virtual quarks are absent from our calculation.
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IV. Renoraalization group studies23

The goal of renorealization is to remove ultraviolet divergences

from quantum field theory. The basic coupling parameters become functions

o- an ultraviolet cutoff in such a manner that physical quantities have a

finite limit as the cutoff is removed. The pure gauge theories discussed

here have only one bare coupling parameter gQ. A general physical ob-

servable P is a function of g , the cutoff of length a, and the scale r

on which P is measured

P - P(r,a,go(a)) (4.1)

Here we explicitly indicate the cutoff dependence of g • For simplicity

ve assume P is dimensionless; if not, just multiply by enough factors of r

co make it so.

As the cutoff a becomes small and we approach the continuum limit,

? shouid approach its physical value. Considering a factor of two change

in cutoff, we expect

?(r,f,go(|)) - P(r,a,go(a)) + 0(a
2) (i#2)

IT. general there are two classes of dimensional parameters which set the

->
=caic for the 0(a~) corrections in this equation. First is the scale r

used EC define ?. Second, there are dimensional parameters characterizing

the continuum theory. In particular, regardless of th? value of r, we

aspect corrections in eq. 2.2 of order a~nr where m is a typical mass in

the physical spectrum. One should not use the lattice theory for phenomen-

ology when the cutoff is larger than a typical hadronic size.

If one adopts the renoraalization scheme of holding P(r,a,go(a)) fixed

for some given r, then at that scale there are by definition no O(a-)
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correccions in eq. 4.2. However, we will be varying r and thus these cor-

rections are expected to enter. Indeed, as we will be working on a lattice

of only 10* sites, these corrections could be substantial. Nonetheless, we

proceed with optimism and neglect these terms.

Since P is dimensionless, we can scale a factor of 2 from both r and a

to obtain

Ppr,a,gop\j - prr,a,?o(a)l (A.3)

where we neglect the 0(a~)corrections. We now iterate and take r to 2~nr

to give

Thus a measurement of P at two scales relates the bare coupling at two values

of cutoff.

Eq. 4.4 has a simple graphical interpretation. Assume that for some giver.

values of r and a we use some techniques such as Monte Carlo to evaluate

?(g0) = P(r,a,go) (A.5)

G(go) = P(2r,a,g0) (4.6)

Suppose that at scale r and in the continuum limit P has the value P .

lim P[r,a,g,(a)] ~ ?0
a-*o

Then on a graph of F(gQ) versus gQ, we can define 3Q(a) as the value of go

where

F[go(a)] - Po (..3)

From eq. 4.3 we now find So(~)
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we then define P. by

Pl - F[8o(f)] ' (4.10)

Iterating by using eq. 4.4 gives

(4.12)

This sequence of steps is illustrated in fig. 4.1 for an asymptotically free

theory with gQ(0) « 0. Fig. 4.2 shows the situation with a renonnalization

group fixed point go(0) = gp which satisfies

?(SF> " G(g?) (4.13)

We wish to carry out the above construction for S*J(2) and U(l) lattice

gauge theory and use Monte Carlo techniques to evaluate F and G. As Wilson

loops are the T.ost easily measured correlation functions, we would like to use

then to construct P. Unfortunately the bare Wilson loo? has ultraviolet diver-

gences in the continuun lir.it. These divergences are of a rather trivial

nature, being due to the self energies of the point-like nature cf the contour.

We assirae that if this divergence, proportional to the loop perimeter, is

r̂ r.oved, and the coupling constant appropriately ranorniaiized, then the loops

have finite continuum limits. The easiest way for us to do this is to take

ratios of loops with the sane perimeter but different shapes. Thus motivated,

rfa >, i _ W(2.2)W(1.1) ,. ,.,
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G ( 8 o ) . ! - »(*.*)W<2,2)

(V(42))

The constant is added so that these quantities are proportional to go~ for

ssali gQ. In these equations we have taken r » 2a and r » 4a in the general

physical ratio

P(r,a,go) « l -
 w U ' a ; 'ha.zJ (4>16)

In fig. 4.3 we show these quantities F and G for the gauge group 5U(2).

>:ote that ? always lies below G suggesting a picture like that in fig. 4.1.

There is no evidence for a fixed point other than at g » Q. The figure

also shows the strong coupling behaviors expected for F ar.d G. For g~~ > 2

the numerical results approximate that behavior, consequently no further-

structure is expected.

In fig- i-i we show these functions for the 'J(l) theory. In striking

->
contrast to the SU(2) case, at e" = 1 the function 7 and G rr.eet. A crossover

" o

is suggested but xay not be statistically significant. when g" is substantially

below g- the functions are equal within errors. This indicates a scale

i-variant theory donir.sted by aassiess photons.
As we are changing scales by a factor of two, asymptotic freedom tells us

vhere •0 is given in eq. 2.14. Thus we expect for snail g - with the group

SU (2;

In figure 4.5 we plot our points for F along with those for G with the shift
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indicaced in this equation. This agreement is rather astonishing in the

Light of the neglected o(^) correction.

The function P in eq. 4.16 can be expanded perturbatively. To lowest

order for SU(2)

P(r,a,go) - pg2(r) + 0(g) + 0 /ff. g2) (4-1

wnere

L - -^- U arctan 2 + 2 arctan h - 2<r - Uln j

- 0.066079788... (4.20)

Here g~(r) is any coupling defined at scale r. Indeed, the specification

of g-(r) is sufficiently free that we can define

g2(r) - ±- lia p[r,a,go(a)| (4.21)
• 1 a-t> l

Neglecting finite cutoff corrections, the function ? then measures g-(r) at

r = 2a. Any coupling defines an asymptotic freedom scale A in analogy to

ea . 2.16

::r sv.a :om::n2 ve exoect

In fig. -.6 we plot these inverse couplings against each other. Note inat at

large inverse charges the graph approaches a straight line as predicted by

•iQ. -.1 . The unit slope of this line demonstrates that the a-/r*- corrections

ara rsnarkablv small. Fror. the interceot of this line ve obtain
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/2A\
23 in l-r-1 = 0.35 (4.24)
o \ Ao /

A - 22AO (4.25)

This number is in principle calculable with a one loop perturbative

analysis.

or
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Appendix A

Here I give a simple program for Monte Carlo simulation of SU(2)

lattice gauge theory in four dimensions. It is in Fortran although in a

few places several statements are placed on one line using the "$" symbol.

The method for generating the new group elements is described in Ref. (16).

PROGRAM LATTICE(OUTPUT)
COMMON/VArt/B.ISIZE,MDOwNf 10) »MIJP< 10) . IPOWER<5> . APQ
COMMON/V 4*1/LIU (40000)
COM*ON/V4«2/U12(40000)
LEVEL2.Ull.Ul2
COMPLEX ull»Ul2

C L4TT!CE=I5IZt»iSIZE»ISlZE*I3IZE
C INVERSE TEMPtKATURE a 8
C ?5U«BOUTIME MUiNTEtl) GIVES I MONTE CAHLO ITERATIONS PER LINK
C "HJP AMO MDOWN SHIFT N PERlODlCALLV IN
c oo NOT RUM •«!"* 3*o

00 5 N=ltISIZE
=MQU(N, ISIZE) *1
N) =M0U(N-2*ISIZEi ISIZE) *1

00 6 .Nsl«a
N) =l3lZE»*(N-D

DO 67 M S I H P
U U ( M ) 3 1
ul2(M)aO
CALL MONTE<30>
STOP S E-JO

COMMON/ViH/b, ISlZE»MOOv»N(10) «MUP( I T ) , lP0w£r«l5) .APQ
C O M M O N / v a ^ i / y i i U 0 0 0 0 )
COMMON/Var l^ /u^ (4000 0)
L E V E L 2 . U U . U 1 2
COMPLEX - . U l t i J 1 2 ? U l N T l i » U l ^ r i 2 t N E « i i l » N E * 1 2
COMPLEX A l 2 S l , A 2 6 S l « A 6 5 S l t A 2 3 S l . ' i J * S l > A * : 3 5 i . A l ? 6 S l . A 1 3 4 S i
COMPLEX A l2 i 2»A26S2«A65S2 i A13S2. A34S2* A4 = sa»Al?«»S2. a 134 52

3X2=9*2
0 0 5 1 :MIT*1»ITER
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C SITE LOOPS

DO 50 IS=i.ISIZE S X(4)=IS S
00 50 JSsltlSIZE S X(3)=JS $
DO 50 KS=1»ISIZE S X(2)sKS S
HO 5p LSsl.ISIZE $ X{1)=LS 3 Ml=M0-»L5

C SELECT LINK
DO 50 Il*l«*

C SITES LA8ELE0S 2 — 6
C 1—5
C 3—4
C LOCATE *EXT SITE" IN II DIRECTION

M45 = lP0wEH<Il)«»(MUP(X(Il) ) -X

C LOOP OVER PLANES CONTAINING LINK
DO 1 "12=1•*" ~
IF (I1.E(3.I2) GO TO l

C LOCATE NEIGriflUHlNG SITES ANO LINKS
M I P E X ( 12) )-X-X< 12)

UN INTERACTING SPINS
A 1 2 S l = U U <L i2 ) S A12«

«L26) $ A26S2=U12tL2'3)
<L34) 5

3
1<L561) 3 A 6 5 S 2 = - U 1 2 . ' L 5 Q ;

A13SlsCUNJG(Ull«L3l)) S A13S2=-U12<LJI)
INTERACTING SPI?aS

C -
C *
C -

C
C
C
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1 CONTINUE
C SELECT N£w G«QuP ELEMENT

(l.,8X2*UMA(i)
))*TEFF

IF (RANF(0)*«2.GT.HAD) GO TO 6
A3sSQRT(*A0)«<2«RANF(0)-l.)

0»-.5 S A2iRANF(0)-,5

IF (RAO.GT..25J GO TO 8
NEW 1laCMPUX(AO•A3)*UMAGIN
NEWl2»CMOUX(A2,Al)<»{UMAGIN<»SQRT{ ( I . -A0««2-A3»*2 ) /HAD)
Ull (L15) sNEwn«UINTll-NE.U2*C0NJG(UlNTl2)
U12«L15) s^Ewii«UINT12

C 3gT NEW ACTION INTO SUM
SO SUM=SUM*AO»UMAG

51 PRINT1OO,1SIZE,B,APQ
100 FOS^ATt" SlZE = H»l2t"

C " 9="»Fb,4." AV.PQ.s"»F6.4)
RETURN
END
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This program runs on a CDC 7600 in just under 200 seconds. The resulting

out-)ut i s :

SIZE=lO
SIZEsln
STZE=lO
SIZE=1O
STZE=lO
SIZE=lO

srzEs io

SIZE=lO
SIZE=lO
SIZE=lO
SIZE=lO
SIZE=ln
SlZE=ln
s:z=:=in
S:ZE=IO
SIZE=ln
SIZE=lO
SIZE=lO

30 ITEPATION(S)
SIZE=lO
SIZE=1O
SIZE=lO
SIZE=lO JHOUP=SU(2)

SIZE=lO

5u(2)
3U<2>
3U<2)
5U<2)
50(2)

O H O U P S S U ( 2 !

>=SU(2)
J S 0 0 P = S U ( 2 )

(2)
(2)
<2)

fla2.6000

B=2.6000
B=2.6000
6=2.6000
B=2.6000
6=2.6000
6=2.6000
3=2.6000
8=2.6000
B=2.6000
B=2.6000
t> = 2.6000
3=2,6000
B=2,6000
6=2,6000
B=2,6000
B=2,6000
d=2.600Q

3=2.6000
^=2.6000
a=2.6000
3=2.6000
9=2.60 0 0

B=2.6000
3=2.6000

.= .2025

AV.PU.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PlJ.:
AV.PQ.:
'AV/.PQ.:
ttV.PQ.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PlJ,:
AV.Pg.:
AV.PQ,:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PiJ.:

AV .PiJ,:
AV."U,:
AV.P'j.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PQ.:
AV.PJ.:
AV.PQ.:

.3139

.3242

.3246

.327*

.3273

.3271

.32^0

.32*5

.3303

.330*

.3275

.3302

.32^5

.3299

.3283

.3305

.332*

.331*

.3302

.3301

. J305

.J299

.32^3
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Figure Captions

Fig. 3.1. The average plaquette for SU(2) gauge theory at S » 2.3

as a function of number of Monte Carlo iterations.

Fig. 3.2. The evolution of the average plaquette at several values of 3.

Fig. 3.3. The evolution of the Z gauge theory from an ordered start at

3 - 0.425.

Fig. 3.4. The evolution of the totally ordered and disordered states at

3 » 3C for Z, gauge theory.

Fig. 3.5. The average plaquette as a function of 2 in a thermal cycle

on a). SU(2) in five dimensions, b). SU(2) in four dimensions

and c). S0(2) = U(l) in four dimensions. Crosses, heating,

circles, cooling.

Fig. 3.6. Wilson loops for SU(2) at 3 =• 3 as a function of lattice size.

Fig. 3.7. The quantities X(I,J) for SU(2) gauge theory as a function of

Fig. 3.3. The quantities X(I,J) for SU(3) gauge theory.

Fig. 4.1. Graphical interpretation of <sgs. 4.11 and 4.12 for an asymptotically

free theory.

Fig. 4.2. An example of a non-trivial fixed point.

Fig. 4.3. The quantities F and G for the SU(2) theory.
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Fis. 4.4. The quantities F and G for the U(l) theory.

Fig. 4.5. Testing the prediction of asymptotic freedom.

Fig. 4.6. The inverse renormalized charge squared at r = 2a versus

the inverse bare charge squared for the SU(2) theory.
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